
BTA FAQs 
 
 
Q. Can an agency have more than one BTA account? 
 
A. Agencies can choose to use only one BTA account held centrally, or may establish a separate BTA for each 
department or whatever “major business unit” your agency chooses. 
 
Q. What if my agency would like to maintain air/rail charges on the existing BTA account and establish a 
separate account(s) for Enterprise charges? 
 
A. Contact Nickie Roberts to establish the new accounts that your agency needs.  When UMB Bank has assigned 
the BTA number, the Accounts and Reports will communicate info about the account to Enterprise. 
 
Q. How will Enterprise use these BTA numbers? 
 
A. They will assign an Enterprise Corporate Number to each BTA. Your traveler, or whomever makes the car 
rental reservation, should use the Enterprise Corporate Account Number to make the reservation. The traveler will 
not need the BTA number. 
 
Q. When will agencies receive their new Enterprise Corporate Account Numbers? 
 
A. Enterprise should have provided these numbers to the agency’s BTA contact person by November 19th. If you 
do not know who should have received this information for your agency, Nickie Roberts can provide this 
information. 
 
Q. When Enterprise bills agencies will the employee’s name be included? 
 
A. Enterprise will bill state agencies by the renter’s (employee’s) name. If this is inadequate for your purposes, let 
Enterprise know when making the reservation, if you need a purchase order or some other means to more 
specifically identify how the rental is to be billed. 
 
Q. Can the BTA be used for rental cars when an employee is traveling our-of-state (i.e., when employee 
flies to out-of-state location)? 
 
A. At this time, we are limiting use of the BTA for rental cars acquired for use in accordance with contract 06316. 
We plan to review this at a future date to determine the feasibility of using BTA’s for these other rental car 
situations. 


